Southern Regional Horse Show 2015
Presentation Results

Public Speaking

1. Morgan Askins  Communication 101  Kentucky B
2. Kaitlyn Barber  Navicular and Modern Treatments  Virginia B
3. Jamie Gillespie  Thoroughbred Racing  North Carolina A
4. Hannah McKinney  Journey Into the Darkness  South Carolina
5. Kaitlyn Johnson  EPM  North Carolina B
6. Mary Claire Crabtree  Colic  Tennessee
7. Kaitlynn Wallace  Impact of the 4-H Horse Program  Georgia
8. Casey Moss  Pigeon Fever  Mississippi A
9. Alexis Stewart  Ride Like a Girl  Kentucky A
10. Austin Bullard  Can a Horse Talk  Mississippi B

Individual Demonstration

1. Grace Law  COPD  North Carolina
2. Sarah English  Household Horse Care  Louisiana
3. Ashtyn Kinney  Horse Home 101  South Carolina
4. Mattie Ruth Stanley  The Lucky 11  Virginia A
5. Morgan Askins  A Chocolate Horse...  Kentucky B
6. Alyssa Ohmstede  HyPP  Florida A
7. Sarah Smith  Volunteering with Therapeutic Horsemanship  Arkansas A
8. Aspen Hennessey  Founder
9. Hailey Parrish  The Perfect Cowboy Hat  Georgia A
10. Amanda Kornacki  Conformation of an Event Horse  Florida B

Team Demonstration

1. Jillian Bouton and Lanie Richard – Give it Your Best Shot, Louisiana
2. Elaina Eiden and Hunter Hislip – Barn Fires, Tennessee A
3. Ashley Haylett and Hannah Gordan – Rider Fitness, Tennessee B
4. Dawson Gilbert and Kacy Goodson – Sweet Treats, Virginia
5. Jenna Farmer and Kaitlynn Wallace – Horseshoes 101, Georgia
6. Jordan Thomas and Victoria Puckett – Trailer Safety, Arkansas